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academics, government officiais and leaders of non-governmental initiatives met ino.fJuly 2000 in Tokyo to address key issues related to New Diplomacy. Thle meetingond of three looking at the impact of State and NGO initiatives on the mandates andof international institutions. Thlis discussion series is a joint project undertaken byN.ations University in Tokyo, the Centre on Foreign Policy and Federalism at thleqf Waterloo and thle Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development. It is alsoýy thle Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Tle first meetinge conceptual complexity and operational realities of the changing international
ýoking at t/le camPaign for a global ban on anti-personnel land mines and the effortsa permanent Interhational Criminal Court (September 28-30, J 999, Acton, Ontario).'neeting addressed the conceptual shift toward Human Security at the United Nationse possibilities and limits of reforming thle United Nations Security Council. Thle
?ffectiveness and legitimacy of codes of conduct and theirpotential impact on states,mental Organisations and business was also assessed. Canadian Foreign Affairs
ýoyd Axworthy, delivered thle key note address. Other participants, included: Paul
(Assistant Deputy Minister, Global and Security Policy, DFAIT), John Eoelish



conducted with a sense of intensity and impatience. While the growing relationsbip between like-

mindeci states, NGOs and the UN is flot clearly deflned, it often funcions as a catalyst for UN

action.' With this theoretical context in minci. Cooper signalled the topics for the two-day

conference: UN leadership andi the emergence of codes of conduct.

Ramesh Thakur drew attention to an article in the International Herald Tribune by

Joseph Fitchett on the neeci for the French Diplomats "to go back to school." In his article,

Fitchett reports that the French governiment decided to introduce reforms on the lunes of the

American and British traditions of cooperation between policymakers and independent research

institutes. Bureaucrats are being asked to abandon a uniquely French approach to foreign policy

and learn how to cope with new challenges poseci by a more competitive and globaliseci world. A

report commissioneci by the French Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin, states that France needs to

perform better in handling the new tools of international influence, often describeci as "soft

power," wbich involve the use of communications andi networking among research institutes andi

other non-govemnmental bodies. Ramnesh Thakur pointed out that this trend reflects the recent

shift in the international system fromn traditional (Le., high versus low pohitics issues) and top-

down leadership toward an emphasis on "sofi power" approaches and horizontal modes of

governance. While we should capitalise on the changing nature of foreigri policy, many

questions, including how to explain the success of the Ottawa process, remain unanswered, he

saici. There is a neeci to establish a closer relationship between bureaucracies andi think tanks.

New Diplomacy issues nor the nature of the process have been entrenched yet wîthin the

itestablishedI international institutions andi regimes.

2. UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTIONS AND THE GLOBAL COMPACT 1:

CANADA AT THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL

Pni Heinbecker (Assistant Deputy Minister, Global and Security Policy/Canadian



Paul Heinbecker said that in a departure fromn traditional Security Council election
campaigns, Canada ran flot only on its UN credentials, but also a specific policy platform. The
first priority was to promote human security and to expand the Council's historical state-centred
approach to peace and security. Second, Canada sought to reassert the engagement and
leadership of the Council in the wake of its post-Somalia and Rwanda retrenchment. Finally,
Canada undertook to promote transparency and accountability of the Council to make it more
democratic.

The greatest challenge to Canada's platform was on human security because of the state-
centred security mandate assigned to, the Council by the UN Charter and because of its strict
interpretation by key member states. Nevertheless, Canada started from the assumption that
today's security agenda is dominated by new threats that affect people directly. The security of
states is essential, but not sufficient, to ensure the peace, safety and well-being of people. Iluman
security treats the safety of people as a moral good and a human necessity. It also treats the safety
of people as integral to achieving stability. Therefore, Canada sought to, broaden the Council's
definiltion of "tbreats to international peace and security" - its usual trigger for action, to
encompass new human security challenges. Canada argued that humnanitarian principles and
hurnan rights should be given greater weight in the Councils's calculus of when to act. The
"CNN effeet" engages actively our consciousness, we no longer have the choice whether to act or
not. Grievously harming people is no longer tolerable.

A strategy that combjned a case-by-case approach with a normative one was chosen.
Under the first element of this strategy, Canada sought "operational entry points" for advancmng
human security practices in the Counciî's day-to-day decisions on key secunity issues,
particularly peacekeeping mandates and sanctions regirnes. Canada realised the second element
of its strategy - promnoting a more normative approach to human security, through a thematic
initiative on the protection of civilians in armed conflict.

e could argui



presidency, the Council adopted Resolution 1296 which served to consolidate the Council's
cominitmnent to key recommendations of the Secretary-General's report. These will now figure
routinely in Council considerations.

To anchor the thematie consideration of the protection of civilians in concrete cases,
Canada scheduled debates this past April on human security themes. Canada arranged a meeting
on the human rights situation in Afghanistan, ensuring that the plight of women and girls in that
confliet was highlighted, and the first-ever Council discussion of the lessons of Rwanda. During
a special meeting on the findings of the Independent Inquiry on the UN's Actions in the Rwanda
Genocide, Canada was able to highlight the imperative of providing appropriate mandates to
peacekeeping operations to protect civilians, and to match those mandates with the resources
needed to do the job.

Taken together, the Secretary-General's report, the Canadian-led resolution anidthe
Presidential Statement serve as a future guide to Council action on behaif of civilian'victims of
confiict and abuse. Partly as a resuit of Canada's prodding, the tbree new peacekeeping missions
in East Timor, Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of Congo were ail given limited but
specific Chapter VII mandates to protect civilians. In each case, Canada*argued, forcefully, for
these missions to be given the necessary resources to achieve their mandates. These are modest
gains and first steps.

Another vehicle for advancing human security on the Council has be 'en Canada's work on
sanctions. The Councîls's ad hoc and politically charged approach to sanctions had frequently led
flot only to ineffective measures, but to negative humanitarian impacts. Therefore, Canada
pressed for reforin to make sanctions more humane and effective. Canada took a case-specific
approach utilising Canada's position as a Chair of the Angola sanctions committee. Canada also
took a more global approach by sponsoring a major independent study by the New York based
International Peace Academy (IIPA) covering the last decade of Security Council sanctions.
Canada spearheaded the creation of a Council working group on sanctions policy to ensure the
report had an impact and to launch a process of reform. The work of Canada's Ambassador,
Robert Fowler, on Angola sanctions was also significant. His groundbreaking efforts culminated
in April with the adoption of a Canadian-led resolution which established a monitoring body to



UNPREDEP mandate on the eve of the Kosovo conflict is only the most blatant. Therefore,
transparency and effectiveness are more urgent goals than considerations of the Council's size
and the status of its membership. The world needs a more, flot less, accountable Security
Council. It is good for the UN that prospective Security Council members face an electorate and
stand for election. People should be encouraged to talk about their ideas. Moreover, new ideas
ofien corne from the non-permanient members.

Some progress bas been made in adapting the Council's working methods. It has becomne
increasingly conimon for Council presidents to hold several thematic or open meetings during a
month on toplcs as wide-ranging as the impact of AIDS on conflict, the United States theme (last
January), or terrorismn (proposed by Russia iast year). When Canada j oined, one thematic
discussion per month was seen to be the limit of what the traffic would bear - Canada arranged
six such discussions in April. Last December the Counicil also agreed to more inclusive meeting
formats, allowing non-Council members and even non-state parties to participate in Council
discussions. Canada hopes that such innovations will move the Council towards a comprehensive
concept of security.

In conclusion, Paul Heinbecker reflected on the challenges and constrains to humansecurity-centred approaches at te UN. A key constraint to Council action is both the narrow,
state-centred security mandate assigned to it in the UN Charter and the reticence of may states to
broaden traditional definitions of security to encompass new human security imperatives. The
Charter does not contemplate explicit response to intra-state threats to peace, including abusive
even genocidal acts by governments against their own people, even when they have destabilising
consequences of neighbouring countries or whole regions. The Charter's provisions on

security



Warsaw Pact versus NATO, Russians versus Americans, i other words, the macro-security
paradigm of a global struggle has ail but broken down. "Ours iS an age of micro- security. " Rather
than over-archmng issues of peace and war, we now face a myriad of smaller challenges, none in
itself capable of triggering global conflict, but alI capable of challenging our hurnanity. In this
new environent, we simply must reformn the Department of Peacekeeping Operations. We cari
flot expect the UN to take life and death decisions without reform and adequate capacity.

In bis key note address, Minister Axworthy expressed bis pleasure at being back at the
UN University. The last time he spoke here, he said, he was Opposition Critic for Foreign
Affairs. Now, he bas the duty of seeing that ideas become policy. "With topics ranging from
Security Council reformn to voluntary codes of conduct, you have undertaken a very ambitious



people on the ground. They are points of discussion at kitchen tables rather than abstract, "high
politics" issues. Politicians must react.

Conflict has increased in the past decade. We can flot even counit the number of lives lost.
These are intrastate wars, based on etbnic, religious and economic divisions, in which 90% of
casualties are civilian. Contemporary intrastate conflicts do flot have intemnationally established
rules of war. This means that people are forced from their homes because they are ethnically
different. They are driven from across borders to fulfil tactical prerogatives of oppressive states.
Children are ofien used in these wars and countless other unconscionable acts perpetrated. This
shocking disregard for human life must be countered. Securing htunan life must be at the centre
of foreign policy. To this end the human security framework should be further developed.

There is a need to rearrange ourselves into new coalitions and utilise new technology.
The Ottawa process may be a model for New Diplomacy. Lt capitalised on broad public
awareness about the negative impact of landniines for civilia-ns, it actively involved the public,
and new technology was exploited. The debate over the establishment of the International
Criminal Court in Parliament created interest in the new institution and nurtured thinking about
Canada's own legisiative system. Politicians, like-minded countries and other international actors
realised it was time to change -the rules, culminating in the signing of the Rome ICC Treaty. The
Treaty ensures that criminals cau no longer hide behind state sovereignty. Furthermore, crimes
against women and girls and other sexual crimes can no longer be conimitted without impunity.



the UN, and particularly the Security Coun(;ii . Any efforts at UN reformn must be accompanied
by sufficient levels of political will, and physical and fmnancial resources, if they are to be
effective. Japan, like Canada, has always been committed to ensuring that the UN is provided
wîth the necessary resources to carry out its furictions - too many others have flot. Too often
national or regional interests, as well as bureaucratie inertia, get in the way of the UN fulfilling
its Charter-mandated obligations. The recent crisis in Sierra Leone is a perfect example of both.2

Apart from being able to contribute what is needed in a crisis, the UN should have the
capacity to deploy rapidly. Otherwise, the international community will have to depend on the
willingness of individual states or regional alliances to carry out the work of maintaining
international peace and secunity. Without the rapid deployment by Britain of some 800
paratroopers, events in Sierra Leone in ail likelihood would not have been stabilized as quickly



* bring technical expertise and experience to the policy-making process
* work with govemmnent to implement international agendas
* inform citizens about challenges and choices on the international agenda
* mobilize hurnan and financial resources to help solve local and global problems
* work to end human suffering
* help hold govemnments accountable.

Working with civil society and the NGO comxnunity is critical to forwarding the human
security approach. With their help we are attempting to create a new political constituency to
enforce existing international law and creatu ïiew conventions to deal with emerging threats. This
unique coalition adds strength to the belief that the protection of the individual is an essential
precondition for international peace and security. Activism, the likes of which we witnessed
during the Ottawa process and the lead to the establishmnent of the International Criminal Court,
would flot have been possible without information tecbnology. By expanding our use of
information systemns we can change the politics of hurnan security. But, we are only at the
beginning of the curve in determiiiing the potential of this new tool. The explosion ini dot.com.
enterprises, e-commerce and integrated networks that are rising for purposes of marketing,
financing and advertising ini the private sector is having a profound impact on how business is
conducted. We need an equivalent creative burst to serve the common good -- to advance the
welfare and safety of individuals. A global compact starts when humnanity bonds against
aggression and atrocities. The Minister concluded his address by relating a story of young Hutu
and Tutsi girls who chose to stand together in the face of genocide and perished side by side in



William Maley (Australian Defence Force Academy) asked Paul Heinbecker to comment
on the extent Canada's huinan security objectives (especially people as opposed to state-centred
elements) at the Security Council contradict the objectives of other Security Council members.
Paul Heinbecker reminded participants that Canada received most votes in the Security Council
election. He expanded on the question by saying that the hunian security agenda might have been
relatively successfiul in that election campaign because Canada is flot a threateming country.

Questions about intervention included first, what are the criteria for military intervention?
More specifically, how does one justify intervention against the Serbs on behaif of the Aibanians
and not against Turks on behaif of the Kurds, for instance? Furthermnore, how to ensure that

action is not simply a function of power politics (which certainly appeared so in the case of
Kosovo)? Second, William Maley asked Paul Heinbecker to address the "selective indignation"
directed at the Serbs in the context of the Kosovo Liberation Armny (KLA) activities which



LI answer ta the flrst question, Minister Axworthy pointed out that whule a rapid reaction
force would be helpful and has been on the agenda for a while, initiative and a longer mun vision
are also necessary. The UN fared much better in East Timor than xi Rwanda, for instance,
because Indonesia, pushed by other countries in the region, agreed ta admit an international force
and because Australia was ready to take on responsibilities. However, a key element to
humanitarian intervention is to remain engaged afier hostilities stop and help build capacity to
prevent conflict from re-occurring (i.e., building institutions, schools, etc.). Lt is politically
difficuit ta devote resources to post-conflict related efforts, since the media focus is ofien on
immediate crises. Therefore, ongoing public support is imperative to justify resource allocation.
Lt is important that Canadians are interested ini these issues and engaged. Outreach and other
initiatives which actively engage the public li foreign policy issues, such as the work of
Canadien Centre for Foreign Policy Development, are important. He drew attention to the
CCFPD's efforts to engage Young people across Canada in issues related ta the world's war-afece children and said Steve Lee could provide advice ta those wishing ta study a model of
this new kind of partnership with citizens.

Minister Axwortliy also expounded on UN peacekeeping and argued it should besubstantially enhanced. Severe limitations to the UN peacekeeping capacity mnclude lack ofserious planniing, lack of an ifttelligence network, as well as lack of basic tools lke radios, forinstance. Rapid response reaction force is still on the agenda, but its creation is moving very



(South Africa) or International Criminal Tribunals/Court (Rwanda, Kosovo)?
3. How does one galvanise states to action?
4. Why terrible conflicts go on unaddressed ini Africa (Angola, Rwanda, and Sudan), while

Kosovo warranted an immediate action and whether Africa was considered a lost
continent for this and other reasons?

To the first question, Minister Axworthy replied that, while business actions have
implications in conflict situations, one lias to look at the whole picture. Ini many countries, the
post-Cold War vacuum imploded to be filled by economic interests. More effective sanction
legisiation, penalizing "sanction busters," steniming the trade and proliferation of small arms, as
well as the behaviour of corporate businesses are ail part of resolving the conflict in Angola, for
example. Addressing the second question, Minister Axworthy pointed out that if a state resolves
its internai problems within its own borders through Commissions or other means, it is not
necessary for the ICC to step in. Public involvement and activism are key to galvaflising
government action. The technology to develop coalitions and synergies exists, it just has to be
utilised for the public good. To the last question, Minister Axworthy replied that Africa is by no
means considered a lost continent. He drew attention to sorne positivedevelopments including a



Due to these and other problems, the perception of the UN as the single body capable of
lional govemnance began to shift. During a June 1999 G-S Foreign Ministers' meeting in
ie, Germany, it was stated thàt if the Security Council does flot live up to the challenges
by the new international realities, other mechanisms should perhaps be sought. Moreover,
,urity Council lost its exclusive right to determine what are acts of aggression, with the
shment of the International Crirninal Court- The Treaty, leading to the establishment of the
ad profound implications for addressing crises in the international system.

Reform discussions usually centre around the expansion and composition of the Security
il membership, the feasibility of electing prospective Security Council members, and
D, the Security Council's working methods. There is a broad agreement that decision
Sshould expand and the veto mechanism should be addressed (for instance, the General

bly should have a right to know why a veto was cast). Furthermore, the UN has become a
rld organisation on the basis of its membership. it is up to the developing countries to take
;bip now. The UN has to adjust to new political realities, just as North-based institutions,
ng NATO, the EU, and the OSCE, did after the fall of the Berlin Wall tbrough expansion.

embers, agreement on



from the ideological rivalry and niistrust of trie Cold War, the Uniting for Peace Resolution was
adopted by the General Assembly in 195 0. It allowed the UN to intervene in the Korean confliet
(1950-51) and in the Suez crisis (1956). The Assembly acted as a substitute for the paralysed
Council in these cases. The situation changed by the 1 960's when a period of decolonization
resulted ini the admission of several countries, mostly formn the developing world. As a resuit, the
UN membership grew fromn 51 to, 118 and put pressure on the Security Council to, expand its
membership. By 1965, the General Assembly agreed to amend the UN Charter to allow for an
increase of the non-permanent seats fromn six to, ten. The 1 970's saw a period of futility and
stagnation due to several related reasons including a deterioration in the international climate and
the emergence of the Non-Aligned Group.

The end of the Cold War in the early 1990s brought a new period of "assertive
multilateralism.'t At the samne time we have witnessed the merging of the First and Second
Worlds, thxe rise of new economic powers, the expansion of the nuclear power club, an increase
ini secession activity, the growing role of regional organisations ini regional conflicts, the
intensification of globalisation, and a shift ftom interstate to largely intrastate conflicts. The
Security Council engaged in a flurry of activity to respond to these new challenges with a sense
of a "new-found solidarity"' among the permanent members. However, just as the Security
Council seemed to be operating in the way in which the UN founders had intended, many UN
member states began to doubt the legitimacy of that body's collective authority. The Gulf War,



is needed:
* the rate of participation
* geographical representation
* the demnocratic character of the Council
* efficiency
* transparency.

William Maley (Australian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, Australia) drew attention
to the need to change the culture at the Security Council, besides arnending the Charter and
improving the Council's procedures. Canvarssing of how states perceive problems and addressing
the dichotomny between the need for responsible global governance and the persistence of old
diplomacy may be necessary to usher in change.

The challenges facing the Security Council today are diverse and include interstate and
intrastate conflict as well as "creeping invasion" - "the challenge to caîl a spade a spade." While
Borne tessons were learnt i respect to managig intrastate conflict in the 1990s, such as the
realisation that instituting elections does not automnatically lead to developing democracy, thue

for instance,



issues, including the conflict between Iran and Iraq. Contemporary policies on reform include the

British and French endorsement of a voluntary restraint on the use of veto and the acceptance of

additional permanent seats for Germany, Japan, and Europe as a whole (a proposai endorsed by

Germnany as well). Italy's now abandoned position was to create 8- 10 seats on each of which 3
countries would rotate (rendering a total of 24-30 beneficiaries of tbis scheme). Italy also
endorsed a seat for the European Union and objected to a German seat on the grounds that

Security Council membership should flot be for sale. John Groom said that creating a European

Union seat at the Security Counicil is flot realistic. The United Kingdomn and France essentially

speak for themselves, especially behind closed doors. Moreover, the European Union must have

the capacity to act on defence policy autonomously (i.e., outside of NATO) before it can take up

a seat at the Security Council. While there is a potential for the European Union to act

autonomously within global bodies in the long mun, much work has to be done within Europe
before this can be achieved.

and the



preferring the status quo rather than being left behind,
2. a gap between a delegation's public announcement endorsing certain reform proposais

and hidden reasons (mnterests) bebind these preferences,
3. striking a balance between effectiveness of the LIN and justice (i.e., representativeness)
4. how important is the universality of the UN in the context of alternative governance

mechanisms?

Addressing the first issue, Paul Heinbecker said that Canada is caught in the middle when
trying to wrestle with reforming the UN. However, it is likely that extending the veto to other
countries would further bound the Security Council and make it even less accountable than it is
now. Taking up the gap between public and hidden (interest-based) endorsement of certain
reform sehemes, Guenther Altenburg said that while it is historically plausible that the notion of
state sovereignty will disappear, in the foreseeable future states and their interests will continue
to play a large role in international relations. States will continue to be a factor in securing peace
and stability within a geographical area, in ensuring that human rights are respected, li keeping
international agreements, and so on.

Turqing: to the effectiveness of the Security Council, Guenther Altenburg pointed out that
there is a good debate surrounding the merits of the various schemes aimed at extending the
Security Council membership in order to make it more effective, representative and democratic.
Issues, such as squaring the notion of regionally-based seats with a state-based UN membership,
will have to be addiressed. In the end, a balance will have to be struck among the various criteria
for Security Council membership, including merit. Minister Axworthy said that Canada is not



4. CODES 0F CONDIJCTS 1: THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Tatsuro Kunugi (International Christian University, Japan) addressed the code of
conduct approacli to global governance. He said that the proliferation of what could be called
"framework documents," such as codes of conduct, is quite recent. He proposed that partnership
is one of the most appropriate responses to the diniinishing capacity of states and international
organisations to influence events in the face of globalisation. Cooperation among diverse actors
(including: governments, inter-governmental organisations, NGOs, businesses, mass media,
research institutions, local conimunities, and individuals) is essential for global govemnance and
can be promoted through a codes of conduct approach.

There are at least tbree features of globalisation. pointing to the need for partnership
which can be facilitated by the use of vokuntary codes:
1 . Partnership underscored by codes of conduct could alleviate problems stemming from the



6. general as opposed to strict principles.

i aisuro &unugi aIrew attention to the obstacles to building partnerships among actors ofunequal power, influence and wealth. Care should be taken to avoid sub-contracting or co-opting
weaker partners by dominant parties. Managing partnerships among actors having different aimsor operational styles may also be difficuit. An international organisation may have to assume arole in building and managing multiple partnerships so that the identity and independence of theremainig parties are maintained. Despite these challenges, partnerships may have to be
recognised as imperative to creating a shared vision for global govemrance and to maintaining
synergy to realise new visions. The purpose of partnerships for global govemnance should be theinclusive sharing of beneflts ini the public interest. In conclusion, Tatsuro Kunugi addressed thepossibility of the UN assuming a leadership role ini building and managing multiple partnerships.This would place the organisation at the core of the global governance, where it belongs.

Martha Seliweitz (Seinan Gakuin University, Japan) addressed questions related to theaccountability of NGOs. She said that in the recent past, there has been an unprecedented growthof NGO networks and codes of conduct. This development points to a maturation of the NGOcommunity and reflects the emnergence of a moral discourse for improved global govemnance. Shedrew attention to a recent publication by the UN University - Codes of Conduci for Partnershipin Governance: Texts and Commentaries, which includes a collection of documents bearing onpartnerships among various global govemnance actors. The collection includes voluntary codes
from a range of countries including Australia, Canada, Colombia, Ethiopia, India, and Japan. In
all cases. the dncrnnmP1ntc - ,.. --1 - 1 1 .



Martha Schweitz drew attention to accountability in the NGO sector. She said that in

response to criticism, some NGOs need to demonstrate their legitimacy more clearly. Many

existing codes fali short of this requiremnent since their purpose is limited to outlining an

organisation's activities and practices (i.e., mission statements, management practices, and

financing). However, it may prove difficuit for NGOs to defmne the basis of their legitimacy.

While quantitative criteria, such as the level of representativeness, are a factor, legitimacy of the

NGO community ofien derives from a moral (qualitative) basis. Advocacy NOOs, for instance,

carry widely accepted moral messages but are not particularly representative. Legitimacy does

not neesrly stem from representation. In this sense, self.regulation may be seen as "taking the

moral high-ground."

also
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He defined NOOs as having seven characteristios, specifically they have to be:
1 . formai
2. non-governmental
3. nou-profit-distributing
4. self-governing
5. voluntary
6. nonpolitical
7. non-religions.

In China, there are two kinds of organisations with the above characteristics: social

organisations and private non-enterprise units. The formner are formed by citizens voluntarily and

only serve their members (there are 165 000 social organisations in China today). The later are

formed by companies and non-business units, social organisations and others with non-state

funds and work for the public interest (there are 700 000 private non-enterprise units). These

NGOs are active in every sphere of China's economic and social life. A further difference should

be made between "top-down" and "bottom-up" NGOs. The former are&organised, fimded, and

controlled by the state. Meanwhile, the later are organised by non-goverumental forces and

generally can not get special support from the government. As a result they are more autonomous

than the top-down NGOs and keep a dloser relationship with ordinary citizens. They gain their

resources fromn citizens or international NGOs.



Turning to the current situation, Wang Ming said that with the emergence of market
3, the government monopoly on social resources is gradually loosenmng. The government
Irawing from some social welfare fields, making space for NGO growth. He also said that
nese traditional spirit of mutual help, philanthropy, and social responsibility bodes well
ire development of Chinese NGOs. Several factors also contribute to the need for a strong
ommunity in China:
the growing size of China's population challenges the government's capacity for
exclusive governance
mounting problems related to the environment and natural resources can flot be addressed
by the governmnent alone
poverty and other social issues could be more effectively addressed through NOOs.

in conclusion, Wang Ming reminded the participants that the relationship between NGOs
government in China is not as antagonistic as in Korea, the Philippines, or Japan.
er, there are several challenges facing Chinese NOOs in the future:
special/dependent relationship with the state
lack of funds
laek ôf capacity
defects in the legisiation system.

John English (University of Waterloo) presented the Canadian experience with trying to



Initial meetings of industry associations, a coalition of labour and NGOs (called Ethical

Trading Action Group or ETAG), and goverment representatives laid bai-e the challenge in

reconciling the concemrs and goals of the divers actors. Business worried about costs, legal

Iiability, publicity, and governent involvement. Meanwhile, the NGOs showed concern about

the perception of their constituencies of their new "partnership" with business. For govemnment,

the demand that a task force look at the linkage between domestic and international sweatshops

was unacceptable because labour feIl witbin the constitutional purview of the Canadian

provinces, flot the federal government. Moreover, there was a split between the trade officials

and the foi-eign affairs officials. While the former was concernied that developing countries may

interpret a code of conduct as a protectionist measure, the later believed Canada was fallhng

behind its counterparts in promotîng ethical practices. Nevertheless, dui-ing a meeting at a

Toronto gai-ment manufacturing and import plant (May 11, 1999) the participants agreed to

create a working group of 6 people (3 from business and 3 froni labour/civil society, with the
-- - a,.\ T1ise «tiunrkhia' eann which became later known as the Canadian

-- on



concemred that the code would be the lowest common denominator approach to the issues. The
document was flot a code but only loose guidelines companies could adopt for their use at the
recommendation of the Retail Council (the business side's leader). It lacked reference to ILO
standards, did flot address monitoring, and the freedom of association clause was weak. During
the final meeting of the working group (March 2000) the content of the association clause was
further debated wîthout any resuit. The Retail Council and the manufacturers indicated they
intended to present their own codes and that they would be, in part, a product of the process that
had taken place in the CPET. There would be further collaboration in codes' development
without a provision for monitoring that would involve NGOs and labour.

While academics tend to blame the break down of these and other initiatives on the
government's unresponsiveness to bottom-up approaches, the NGO assessment of what went
wrong with CPET is surprisingly state-centric. The ETAG complained that the govermnent did
not corne through with needed funding and was not willing to pressure associations and
cOmpanies on support of ItO core labour rights. ETAG pomnted out that it was the lirnits imposed
by Chinese sovereignty that made Canadian companies (which import one third of ail clothing by



Tatsuro Kunugi said that a strong central goverrimient in Japan has acted as a pre-emptive force to
the development of the Japanese NGO community. There is virtually no working relationship
between NGOs and corporations in Japan. Those NGOs which attempt to monitor and influence
Japanese busmnesses abroad are perceived as extremist. Challenges posed to corporate govemnance
amidst globalisation are rarely discussed in the Japanese media. Reasons for this situation
include the lack of job mobility and the "job for life't security offered ini many Japanese
corporations. While international monitoring would flot be practical, the work of grass-roots
monitoring organisation using the Internet could prove effective. He said that the initiatives of
Indian NGOs were impressive, especially in the context of the diversity of India's NGO
conimunity. John English's account of trying to develop a Canadian code of ethics laid bare the
complexity of the issues and the challenges in bringing diverse sectors together.<

Terumasa Akio (Japanese NGO Centre for International Cooperation) echoed Toshihiro
Menju ini describing the state of the NGO community in Japan. NGO work does flot offerjob
security or status. It does flot pay very mucli and support mechanisms for the NGO community
are non-existent (L.e., tax exempt status). Whule the situation has been slowly improving over the



to which relevant information would be supplied by states. It also cails for the harmonisation oflegisiation to avoid circulation/smuggling based on uneven severity levels of punitive measuresacross different countries. The code includes an exemption if legitimate international peaceobjectives are threatened. It cails on the international community to help. Contrary to theMemorandm the code also encourages the creation of National Commissions with civil societyand govermment representatives to address the small arms and light weapons issue. TheMoratorium and the codes of conduct are perceived as a basis for peace in West Africa.

Defirdire van der Merwe (Institute for Security Studies, Pretoria, South Africa) outlinedexisting initiatives aixned at the protection of children in armed conflict and argued that theyshould be complemented by a voluntary code of conduct. There are tbree broad areas wherecodes of conduct can have a possible positive impact on the plight of children in armed conflict:



iiiterests
the need to give pTiority to the welfare of the child durimg disarmament and
demobilisation.

Deirdre van der Merwe outlined the possible content, process, enf<rcement mechanism
and dynaxnism of a military code of conduct aimed at preserving children's rights in oonflict. She
said that an alrea4y existing peacekeepiug framework coul4 be used to develop a code for
Aftican soldiers and peacekeepers. The code could be~ included in a standard training manual for
peace support oeaiQfl$ that is widely used in Afioa military training....iuto.

Synopsis of the Dscsso

Discsson cnrdaround the issue of enforcmn. Ueirdre van der Merwe said that
there is a need to raise awarçness about tihe ise of war-affece chiiêen among arzny

commnder, te military in geea, as well as rebel groups. Moreover, niobilising public
opinion is key to the enforcement of any code. Pressure from civil sceyofteu crystallises
goverrument action. The mile of the Security (kneral in voicinig these rblm is important in
this respect.

Antal~e Aviq.-i- evhned te sentiments hv savine ta a ui-ei mentalitWfcultuire is



The stalled UN reform and the declining capacity of states opens the door for the
development of codes of conduct regimes as an alternative mode of global govemnance. In this
context, the need for and complexity of multi-sectoral relationships was emphasised. The
emergence of codes of conduct regimes mnay be perceived as an element of New Diplomacy. It
provides pro-active leaders with opportunities to promote agendas and gives rise to what Andrew
Cooper labelled an "entrepreneurial diplomacy." The triggering mechanism for action on issues,
sucli as sweatshops, for instance, in many cases involves serendipity (i.e., the successful
camnpaign and lobbying of Craig Kielburger on child labour). Education, public opinion, and
moral stand, also play a role. This contributes, in part, to the uneven track-record of the Canadian
and other govemrments on issues they chose to promote and those they do not. Why has Canada
stood so strong on landmines but fares so poorly ini developing corporate codes of conduct? This
raises auxiliary questions about the nature of New Diplomacy: what is the relationship between
conunitment and convenience? What makes like-niindedness and what drives coalitions? In this
context, William Maley asked how will the Canadian govemment square human security with
immigration and refugee issues. So far humiln security lias been promoted and applied in areas
where there was a room for maii*oeuvring, on relatively uncontroversial issues.

New Diplomacy relates to the fragmented nature of global governiance. I this context, it
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